
RadioRA® | 3500 square foot package 

tabletop master control 

!  Control all your interior and landscape lighting to maximize security and 
enhance your beautiful home.

!  Adjust and monitor all your lighting from a tabletop master.

Conveniently adjust the lighting throughout 
your home.

• Light up your home from the safety of your car

• Create a well-lighted pathway through your home
with the touch of a button

• Enter your home and adjust the lights with your
master control

• Reduce wall clutter by replacing multiple switches
on the wall with a single master control

• Secure your home for the night…control and 
monitor all the lighting from your bedside

• Integrate easily with the security system

!
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RadioRA® | 3500 square foot package 

Phone 1.888.LUTRON1           P/N 367-856

Package Contents  (RALB-3500SQFT-)

(1) tabletop master control
control and monitor status of
RadioRA dimmers and switches
anywhere in your home

(8) 600W dimmers
replace existing dimmers or
switches to control individual
lights in each room

(1) 5-large-button wall-mounted
master control (with 
personalized engraving)
control and monitor status of
RadioRA dimmers and switches
anywhere in your home

(1) RF signal repeater
ensures perfect signal
communication between all
system components

(2) 1000W dimmers
replace existing dimmers or
switches to control individual
lights in each room

(3) accessory dimmers
provides multi-location dimming

(1) entry master control
multi-function entry control for
security and garage door control

(2) car visor controls
control your system’s lights and
garage door right from your car

Package available in the following colors

Gloss finish palette white (WH), ivory (IV), almond (AL),
light almond (LA), gray (GR), brown (BR), black (BL) 

Satin finish palette snow (SN), biscuit (BI), eggshell (ES),
taupe (TP), midnight (MN), blue mist (BT), limestone (LS), stone
(ST), desert stone (DS), terracotta (TC), ochre (OC), hot (HT)

How RadioRA works
RadioRA uses radio-frequency signals to
communicate between dimmers and controls. 
Each system has a unique digital code to ensure
the reliability of your system.

RadioRA packages offer turnkey lighting control
solutions.The system installs easily with no rewiring,
and can be easily expanded at any time.
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